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Given its diversity, the proposal to designate this population as a race seems rather strange and, at the very least, should provoke some controversy-particularly since conceptions of race have historically been one of the key factors in ensuring racial minorities' political and social exclusion from the public sphere in the United States.
2 If the proposal is adopted, the notion of race will be the means through which a population, artificially constructed and otherized in the early 1970s when the "Hispanic" ethnic label was coined, would become even further differentiated in U.S. society. For even today, ethnic labels and particularly stigmatizing ethnic labels continue to confirm the existence of a distinction in the society between full civil rights guaranteed to all and the definition of rights as social privileges extended to certain groups and denied to others.
3 Paradoxically, the proposal to racially homogenize and differentiate "Hispanics" is being discussed in a society that, like many others in the Western world, is increasingly concerned with the notion of difference.
This article focuses on recent essays and literary writings of U.S. Latina writers in order to trace the ways their varied political statusas immigrants, exiles, refugees, or conquered or colonized citizensshapes their racial, language, national, and cultural experiences and contributes (or not) toward creating a homogeneous "Hispanic experience" in the United States today. My analysis is grounded in the metaphor of exile in U.S. Latinas' literary works. As Francisco Pellizzi suggests, exile-whether voluntary or forced-contributes to the creation of "ethnicities" that, like "the Hispanics," are homogenized and differentiated from the dominant society. Although in a different context, Pellizzi's explanation of the creation of "ethnicities in exile" provides an interesting approach to exploring the relationship between the notion of difference and the political construction of Hispanics or Latinos as an ethnic group in the U.S. context: "No people truly is, chez sot, an ethnic group, because that which defines ethnicity is Difference. Difference, historically, has always been the work of Conquest; Difference without conquest is the more or less sporadic and superficial experiencing of the alien, or of the exotic. Conquest brings Distance home and establishes Difference" (Pellizzi 1988, 154) .
My decision to focus on the narratives of Latina writers, such as Gloria Anzaldua and Judith Ortiz Cofer, is not fortuitous, for their works are rearticulating Latinos/as' multiple roots in the Americas as a whole, in order to understand, interpret, and reassess their respective communities' voluntary or forced experiences of exile. In so doing, such writers challenge the notion of an imposed and undifferentiated identity of Latinos as a homogeneous and inferior "other" in the United States. As the Chicana poet and essayist Pat Mora suggests, "Perhaps our most significant challenge is how we Latinas resist contemporary colonization. Indeed, we can resist believing the demeaning myths about us both as women and Mexicans.... By incorporating the strength and stubbornness of nuestras antepasadas, 'our foremothers,' we create and claim our space, the space to be our surprising selves" (1993, 71) .
For many Latina writers, claiming this space has involved entering into a self-conscious encounter with their respective Latin American national backgrounds and sovereign territories-or lack of them. It is in this process, I suggest, that Latinos/as are reestablishing a dialogue with the European legacy of conquest and colonialism in the Americas. More specifically, they are contributing to the ongoing debates on the relationship between, on the one hand, the particularities of their gendered experience as members of an ethnic minority group and, on the other, the universality implied by the redefinition and expansion of citizenship and rights in the U.S. context.
Latino/a "Ethnics" as U.S. Citizens: Difference and (Trans)national Belonging
This article is motivated by several unresolved questions surrounding my concern and curiosity about the unprecedented emphasis on difference and its consequences, visible in the example of artificial government-sponsored forms of ethnic construction and differentiation. While there is cause to celebrate the acknowledgment of difference, it is also important to note that underlying the spiraling weight attributed to the notion of difference is what those in mainstream institutions and government perceive as a more serious "crisis"-a crisis in the very notion of national communities, of human collectivities. In other words, what is increasingly at stake is not only the issue of difference but also the other side of the coin: that is, the whole question of what binds people together in a collectivity.
The crisis in the notion of collectivities, of national communities, is international in scope, not limited to the United States. The crisis stems from the transition from authoritarian to various forms of more democratic rule and is putting into question historically inherited structures of citizenship rights in many parts of the developed world. This global movement has in turn created an unprecedented international consensus about the value of "democracy" in ensuring the well-being of national communities and of "citizenship" in structuring the political and • social institutions and daily life of national societies. While there seems to be no consensus on the definition of democracy, a key aspect of its development in the Western world has historically been the gradual extension of the privilege of citizenship to various groups in their respective societies. Although the international context has immersed all democracies in a process of expanding the scope of citizenship, this expansion has not yet precipitated a more structured general debate within or among the old democracies on national belonging, about who constitutes the citizenry, who participates in the nation and on what grounds-in short, about how to define the very notion of a collectivity, a national citizenry itself, in this new context. From this perspective, the construction and specificities of the Latino ethnic group in the United States and the literary documentation of its experiences can be taken as an example of this complex dialectic across continents, historical experiences, and sociocultural identifications. For in the United States in particular, this crisis is manifested through a notion of ethnicity that is rooted in Europe and has historically served to recast European nationalist debates in the New World. 4 Indeed, within the hemisphere itself, the United States has often followed Europe's footsteps in its construction of Latin America as its inferior "other"-also rendering that continent's "difference" as symbolically invisible by making the hemisphere's name, America, a synonym for the United States. rigid, unitary and exclusionary. (1994, 129 , emphasis added)* Although "Hispanics," like other minority groups, have been racialized and "otherized" throughout U.S. history, it is important to note that the specifics of the current government-endorsed ethnic and racial context are a uniquely post-1960s phenomenon in this country. Insofar as the experience of subaltern groups in various nations around the world has shown that strength in numbers does not necessarily translate into political power, it becomes important to discuss the internal historical, political, and cultural heterogeneity of people of Latin American descent in this society, even while acknowledging the political need to establish the grounds for Latinos' common struggle for rights as U.S. citizens.
Thus, at the very least, the experience of the struggle for rights by different groups in established democracies raises the question of the viability of building a movement for rights based on the specificity of a particular group's identity and experience in light of the need to acknowledge the role of the struggle for citizenship for the common good. Indeed, the very prevalence of the debates on difference and multiculturalism itself can best be understood as a symptom of the crisis of community in the United States and, in fact, as a contributing factor to it. As evidenced by the intensity with which those in power have taken on the struggle to silence multiculturalism in this society, it seems to me that the unprecedented weight currently attributed to difference makes sense only in a context of also questioning what does, should, or actually could bind people together.
More specifically, then, this article is framed by the need to explore the political implications of the tension between Latinos' varied political status in the nation (as citizens, refugees, or immigrant/resident and/ or colonized populations) and the homogenized "cultural" and "ethnic" identity as "Hispanics" imposed by U.S. government institutions (albeit initially as a bureaucratic measure) in the 1970s. This essay is based on the assumption that, in the U.S. historical context, the new proposal officially to declare "Hispanics" a race (regardless of their internal racial, social, national, linguistic, gendered, and ethnic differences) relies on explicit racializing and racist underpinnings. My aim here is to contribute to the dialogue concerning the broader long-term political consequences of the apparent decision by some sectors within the U.S. Latino group to emphasize rather than actively contest an "additional," and once-again government-endorsed, homogeneous and invented "Hispanic identity," this time as a homogenized "race." As the apparently intended side effects of Proposition 187 6 suggest, the political ramifications of affirming homogenized ethnicities and races in the U.S. context may be increasingly to differentiate populations in cultural and racialized group terms, to the detriment of acknowledging the political and legal relationship between nationality and citizenship. After all, these racialized group terms can conceivably make it easier to exclude their members (by perceptions and/or literally) from the public sphere and its institutions (as we are now witnessing in more recent legislative initiatives). Hence, eventually, racialized minorities can be even more easily deported from the nation with impunity. From this perspective, it also seems important to consider these questions in light of the still relatively recent historical European precedent for diese kinds of racializing proposals and legislation, which continue to have some relevance both for Latinos and for other groups in the United States, and, more globally, for the period in which we live.
In suggesting that we also focus attention on the notion of "national community," I do not intend in any way to neglect the importance of recognizing the significant advances made by various groups in affirming their right to difference, to multiculturalism, and to multiple cultural belongings. Rather, my suggestion that the terms of the debate about difference and multiculturalism in the U.S. context include a discussion of the notion of a national community recognizes that the political terms of the debate continue to be set primarily by those who have the political power to do so. Insofar as the political struggles over the recognition of multiculturalism and difference (on both sides) are primarily about inclusion/exclusion in the U.S. polity, we must also address the mainstream's perception of a crisis in the notion of national community-however ideological some may believe this notion to be. Ultimately then, this essay aims to rethink the notion of difference in the context of the battle to defeat both its incorporation into the polity and the acknowledgment of multiculturalism. From this perspective, it is essential that discussions on difference, multiculturalism, and transnationalism in the United States also acknowledge that in the mid1990s we must still contend with the reality of Latinos' political status within the boundaries of the political nation, rather than solely within the fluid "borderlands" of language and culture.
If we accept the existence of a perceived or real crisis in the notion of national community, if we acknowledge the U.S. government's continued use of designated and essentializing "ethnic" labels (and soon, perhaps, of race categories) as the current official means of affirming differentiation without really addressing the mainstream's apparent concern over what does, could, or should bind people today (i.e., the crisis in the notion of a U.S. national community), then it becomes necessary to examine the meanings and implications of the internal heterogeneity of ethnic groups in the specific political terms and cultural context of the United States. While race is often recognized as a marker of experience, political status acquires significance for understanding the construction and differentiation of Latinos' multiracial experience in the United States.
The narratives of Chicana and Puerto Rican women writers examine some of the issues this phenomenon raises for these two national, historical "minorities," specifically in terms of their political status in the United States. These writers affirm their national belonging through reclaiming their right to their legacy in the Americas and through both how they address the obstacles they confront and their ambivalent and culturally ambiguous relationships to national belonging, transnationalism, race, and citizenship in the U.S. political context. This article is based on the assumption that the dissemination of the term Hispanic has undermined the recognition of the distinct political and social status of Chicanos and Puerto Ricans, shaped by their historical presence as conquered and colonized minorities, respectively. Motivated by the struggle for political inclusion, visibility, and social justice, writers from these two minorities are formulating, narrating, and articulating their experiences in the U.S. context through the medium of both U.S. and Latin America's literary traditions and popular culture.
7 They, like other Latinos, are using literature to once again "reconfigure America"-this time in transnational, inter-American terms.
Insofar as the mark of ethnicity is, as Pellizzi suggests, the difference and distance imposed by conquest, it is perhaps not surprising that it is Chicana/o and Puerto Rican writers who have most consistently explored the notion of ethnic hybridity. In so doing, they point to the distance required to understand the sources of their multiple belongings, the need to name the latter and to articulate their roots and explain the process of transculturation spanning the hemisphere (on transculturation, see Rama 1982; Spitta 1995) . In the words of the Mexican performance artist Guillermo Gomez-Pena:
We de-Mexicanized ourselves to Mexi-understand ourselves, some without wanting to, others on purpose. And one day, the border became our house, laboratory and ministry of culture (or counterculture). . . . My identity now possesses multiple repertories: I am Mexican but I am also Chicano and Latin American. At the border they call me chilango or mexiquillo; in Mexico City it's pocho or norteno; and in Europe it's sudaca. (1993, 37) With each allusion to the varied ways of naming Latinos, Gomez-Pena evokes the diversity of their experiences on both sides of the border as well as the ways these differences, constructed by time and place, are captured by the "multiple repertories" of each Latino's identity. Now reinterpreted through his "American postmodernity," he affirms the fragmentation of his identity, constructed instead on the foundations of the rubble of the Tower of Babel-on the end of the search for an unreachable (modernist) wholeness. Thus, his words suggest the inevitable fragmentation brought on by displacement, by the experience of the border, by the identities-some forced, others chosen-yet nevertheless, all resulting from the laboratories of conquest and cultural contact.
Still, in the current spirit of much needed celebration and acknowledgment of the multiplicity of identities, we can easily forget that hybridity and its meanings are socially grounded and intricately tied to the differences and consequent (racial and social) distance created by conquest. Certainly, the Chicano experience is the product of the dynamics in U.S.-Mexican relations, which thus determines their identity as permanent "legal aliens" in their own homeland-forever, as the Chicana poet Pat Mora suggests: sliding back and forth between the fringes of both worlds by smiling by masking the discomfort of being pre-judged Bi-laterally. (1990, 376) Caught between their past and present nations, Chicanos are also caught in the prejudgments, the prejudices rooted in the European notion of otherness, now refined by the specificity of the national cultures of the Americas: on the one hand, the Anglo notion of an exotic, inferior otherness, defined by the United States through conquest and, on the other, the Latin American search for authenticity through the simultaneous acknowledgment and rejection of a Spanish not rooted in the authenticity of Mexican reality. Mora avoids taking sides in the ongoing debate on whether Chicano identity is "more Mexican" or "more American," preferring instead to draw her audience's attention to the economic roots of their hyphenated existence through her sarcastic inclusion of the commercial term "bilateral." While Mora's poem denounces the rejection of Chicanos' hybridity, and hence their lack of belonging to either Mexico or the United States, Gloria Anzaldua explores the ambivalences of their hybridity, originating in conquest, by delving deeper into the meaning of the notion of a borderland:
To live in the Borderlands means you are neither hispana india negra espanola ni gabacha, eres mestizo, mulata, half-breed caught in the crossfire between camps while carrying all five races on your back not knowing which side to turn to, run from. (1987, 194) Like Mora, Anzaldua alludes to the discomfort created by the lack of belonging, by "not knowing which side to turn to, run from." Her emphasis on being neither "hispana india negra espanola I ni gabacha"-that is, her emphasis on the lack of purity of the hybrid mestiza and mulata-evokes the history of the Spanish pureza de sangre ideology that once made mestizo a synonym for bastard in the Americas. Certainly, the meaning of hybridity can only be grasped through recognizing the weight of historical meanings attached to the "five races" in both Mexico and the United States. At the same time, it is important to note that all the nations of the Americas are linked by their adherence to the white-to-black racial continuum inherited from their respective European colonial hierarchies. Although modeled on the U.S. melting pot construct, the gradual (and preferred) whitening described in the ideology of the "cosmic race" (as articulated by the Mexican philosopher Jose Vasconcelos [1990] ) nevertheless clashes, perhaps inevitably, in the border crossings with the Jim Crow laws that defined the separation of the races only a few decades ago (Sagr-era 1974, 409) . Anzaldua thus suggests that, as mestizos and mulatos, those living on the borderlands are forever condemned to carry the histories of all the races on their backs, with both predictable and unpredictable consequences. Both Anzaldua and Gomez-Pena suggest that hybridity involves the negotiation of conflicting meanings attributed to multiple racially based identities. But neither examines the implications of the fact that hybridity means bringing together different racial groups, each of which has a distinct power position in the hemisphere's racial continuum. In this sense, hybridity itself contains within it the power relations embedded in racial difference: the possibility of negotiating one's hybridity on either side of the border is itself determined by the individual's specific racial mix, resulting visible skin color, and the inherent inequalities it has signified both historically and in the present day.
In her poems, essays, and stories, Anzaldua articulates the pain of a heritage of multiple conquests onto which the European modernist affirmation of wholeness through the negation of hybndity/mestizaje has been superimposed:
To live in the Borderlands means knowing that the India in you, betrayed for 500 years, is no longer speaking to you that the mexicans call you rajetas, 8 that denying the Anglo inside you is as bad as having denied the Indian or Black. (1987, 195) The rejection of historically inevitable miscegenation becomes a rejection of self. She argues that the acknowledgment of the multiple subjectivities rooted in colonial power relarions involves simultaneously recognizing that "in the Borderlands / you are the battleground / where enemies are kin to each other," in other words, "you are at home, a stranger." Initially politicized and sensitized to the impact of difference on the other by her open affirmation of her lesbianism, Anzaldiia's decision to confront the rejection by both cultures also involves waging an internal struggle for self-acceptance (Torres 1991; Spitta 1995) . As a member of a conquered and marginalized population, it is thus a struggle against marginalization which she lives on many levels: her search for a sense of belonging is contingent on exploring the meaning of multiple hybridities, of marginalizations and difference created by conquest, of finding a way to reconcile the resulting dualities and multiple contradictions within herself:
To survive the Borderlands you must live sin fronteras be a crossroads." (195) Anzaldua's Borderlands/La Frontera (1987) is an exploration of the nineteenth-century U.S. conquest of Mexico's lands in Chicanos/as lives today, of the effects of exile from "The Homeland, Aztlan / El Otro Mexico." Her call to "be a crossroads" is a confirmation of Chicanos' condition as a nationless people: "Con el destierro y el exilo fuimos desunados, destroncados, destripados-we were jerked out by the roots, truncated, disemboweled, dispossessed, and separated from our identity and our history" (7-8). Being a crossroads is one approach to constructing a new notion of identity and history-a sense of national identity and belonging rooted in the acknowledgment of exile and the consequent spiritual and material effects of forced separation from the homeland.
The search for national belonging, the attempt to examine and counter the effects of invisibility and of an unacknowledged presence in a national community, are perhaps best exemplified in Anzaldua's essay "How to Tame a "Wild Tongue," in which she confronts the meaning of deterritorialization for Chicanos and discusses her sense of belonging to a group that she constructs as a nationless people in exile. The title of this essay is itself significant, for it alludes to the European colonizers' attitudes toward the differences they both encountered and also invented to distance themselves from the nonwhite populations in the New World. Still, in the context of colonial and postcolonial power relations between Europe and the Americas, it is important to note that difference is not value-free for, as the literary theorist Tzevan Todorov reminds us, it becomes "immediately translated into terms of superiority and inferiority" (1983, (42) (43) ). Anzaldua's title is a tongue-incheek reminder of the myths of the wild "noble savages," perceived as populations who could be tamed by those who come from more "advanced" civilizations, distanced from nonwhite European cultures by their "how-to" technologies. At the same time, it also recalls the nineteenth-and early twentieth-century Latin American elites who both imitated Europe and reproduced in their literary works its obsession with Latin America as the exotic and barbaric paradise where noble savages presumably proliferated.' Anzaldua's use of the allusion to the myths of the exotic wildness of non-European peoples reminds us that the source of the myth of Chicanos' inferiority can be found in the prejudices against their mestizo race rather than solely against their Mexican national ancestry.
Anzaldua's essays and poems are bilingual, which points to yet another dimension of Chicanos' difference, while her use of Spanish simultaneously introduces her non-Spanish-speaking readers to the experience of exclusion: "We say nosotros los mexicanos (by mexicanos we do not mean citizens of Mexico; we do not mean a national identity but a racial one).... Deep in our hearts we believe that being Mexican has noth-ing to do with which country one lives in. Being Mexican is a state of soul-not one of mind, not one of citizenship" (1987, 62) . In this passage, Anzaldua insists that her sense of nationality, indeed, her sense of self is not based either on the legal or juridical category of citizenship or on territorial belonging. Yet, in strictly political terms, "being Mexican"-that is, an individual's daily relations to his or her sovereign nation-involves passports, birth certificates, flags, and, of course, the attendant rights and obligations of citizenship.
10 By emphasizing that for Chicanos "being Mexican is a state of soul" rather than of citizenship, Anzaldua implicitly acknowledges Chicanos' formal citizenship in the United States. At the same time, she also signifies that they are distanced from their (U.S.) nation-and from Mexico-by conquest, by their "state of soul," by their ethnicity created by exile.
Thus, although in the past the notion of exile has often carried the assumption of refuge (Pellizzi 1988) , there is no automatic sense of refuge to be found in Anzaldua's description of the borderland as her homeland, as her place of exile. Instead, the meaning of place can only be guaranteed through deepening her explorations and understanding of her people's multiple belongings and roots. Her sense of nationality is rooted in neither her U.S. citizenship nor her national identity but rather in her sense of ethnic belonging. In die absence of a territory that Chicanos can call their own, her ethnic belonging is manifested, indeed, grounded in and through language, becoming the "twin skin to linguistic identity." Deterritorialization means that her nationalist sense of pride of place becomes (dis)placed in a total identification between her self and her language: "I am my language. Until I can take pride in my language, I cannot take pride in myself" (1987, 59) .
The nationalist emphasis on pride (orgullo) of language, on the need to defend her honor, of course evokes Anzaldua's own grounding in Latin America's cultural and linguistic legacy from Spain. But at the same time, precisely because language has become her territory-"a homeland," a place of residence in the United States-it is also, for Chicanos, a contested space of identity formation. As she says: "For a people who cannot entirely identify with either a standard (formal, Castillian) Spanish or standard English, what recourse is left to them but to create their own language? A language which they can connect their identity to, one capable of communicating the realities and values true to themselves-a language with terms that are neither espanol ni ingles, but both" (1987, 55) . In other words, it must be u Un lenguaje que corresponde a un modo de vivir" (55) . If language is the territory within which Chicanos live, its ongoing re-creation and changes must be fought for and defended not for the sake of the purity of the language itself but rather for the embattled Chicano culture that it embodies and expresses: "Chicano Spanish is not incorrect, it is a liv-ing language." This pits Anzaldua (and Chicanos) not only against the Anglo (who "con cara de inocente nos arranco la lengua" [54] ) but also against the Spanish-European notions of linguistic purity inherited by non-Chicano people of Latin American descent now living in die United States-that is, by U.S. Latinos/as: "Deslenguadas. Sontos los del espahol deficiente. We are your linguistic nightmare, your linguistic aberration, your linguistic mestisaje, the subject of your burla. ... Chicanas feel uncomfortable talking in Spanish to Latinas, afraid of their censure" (58).
If Anzaldua's poem expresses the importance of struggling against notions of racial purity, "How to Tame a Wild Tongue" emphasizes that the struggle to affirm the self must also be waged against the imposition of postcolonial notions of linguistic purity, remnants of the Spanish presence in the Americas that contribute to undermining Chicanas' sense of self. Even the linguistic commonalities that are often assumed to bind Latinos into an "ethnic" collectivity are fragile, in crisis-and represent (as Anzaldua's essay suggests) a source of potential conflict among Latinos. Culturally and linguistically, Chicanos' lack of a sense of territorial belonging resulting from the nineteenth-century conquest of their lands has, in the words of Mora, left Chicanos "sliding back and forth / between the fringes of both worlds" (1990, 376) .
Las Puertorriquenas
It is interesting to contrast Chicanos' deterritorialized experience with that of Puerto Ricans who migrate to the mainland from the island. Unlike Chicanos, Puerto Ricans can spatially define their colonial condition on the mainland, precisely because the existence of the island provides them with its counterpoint. At first glance, the meaning(s) of "las rajetas" (of the splits discussed above by Anzaldua) might appear to differ significantly between Puerto Ricans and Chicanos in terms of each group's sense of its rights of citizenship and of belonging to a nation as a collectivity. After all, unlike Chicanos, Puerto Ricans do have recourse to a national territory that, despite its anomalous colonial relations, they can nevertheless call their own. Given that, unlike Chicanos, their experience of deterritorialization on the mainland, of an ethnicity created in exile, is premised on a territory and hence sense of place, the question becomes: To what extent do Puerto Ricans share with Chicanos the same experience of ethnicity born in exile? To what extent, if at all, does their affirmation of identity, or lack thereof, manifest the multiple contradictions of national belonging in the context of neocolonial relations (Fanon 1967; Bhabha 1994) ?
It could be argued that for many Puerto Ricans the struggle to affirm their precolonial identities has been dissipated by an ideology born of the island's official rather peculiar status as a commonweakh, as a "free and associated state" (Estado libre y asociado). Although they might share a cultural, linguistic, and racial hybridity with Chicanos, Puerto Ricans wage their struggle not in relation to their positioning between two sovereign nations but in relation to the cultural and linguistic imperative to affirm a national identity rooted in a territory rather than a sovereign nation-state.
The complexity of addressing the Puerto Rican experience as an ethnicity born in exile is made particularly clear through the works of Judith Ortiz Cofer. In her novel The Line of the Sun, for example, she tells the story of Puerto Ricans on the island and in New York through the life and family of her characters, Guzman and his sister Ramona, both raised on the island, and of the narrator, Marisol, who Ramona raised from the age of two in a tenement building in New Jersey. Rooted in what the Puerto Rican poet Sandra Maria Esteves calls "two parts/ a person," Ortiz Cofer exposes the effects of Puerto Rico's colonial relations with the United States, creating at least two meanings for the (equally illusory or certainly inherently contradictory) notion of a Puerto Rican national identity and sense of belonging.
The first sense of identity is Ramona's, grounded in a national (albeit colonized) territory. Ramona's story makes it clear that although Puerto Ricans are formally part of the United States and have the rights of U. S. citizenship, migration from the Island to the mainland is not perceived as a simple move from one state to another within the nation of the United States. Rather it is a move to the (colony's) metropolis but also clearly to a different (and foreign) country-regardless of the island's commonwealth ties to the land of opportunity, the land of the American Dream.
Ramona does what many foreign immigrants do: she transfers to the mainland her island's popular culture and practices. These serve to provide her with a sense of belonging, with a way to bind her to her collectivity in "El Building," to protect her from the larger society's prejudices and exploitation of Puerto Ricans.
She remains within the confines of El Building, where her sense of national belonging can continue to be affirmed, and steadfastly refuses to give in to her new society. She even avoids "knowing anything about [her children's] lives away from El Building PTA meetings and bake sales were not part of her reality" (Ortiz Cofer 1989, 249) . Far from the oppressiveness of her island's mores, she looks to her roots in the very "women's world" in which she had grown up in Puerto Rico (157), in a woman's culture rooted in faith in the practices of Puerto Rican popular culture. It is a world that she had once pitted against her fantasies of the United States, shaped by the ideology of the American Dream. Born of the many picture books about American cities and glossy magazines with covers showing glamorous "Mexican movie stars" (162) she had seen while growing up in Puerto Rico, this fantasy has been nurtured as part of her escape both from her birthplace, the small town of Salud, and the realities of Puerto Rican women's lives on the island: She had heard Guzman speaking about Rafael's plans to join the navy and later to become a doctor. These items she also incorporated into her fantasy. She saw herself on the arm of a naval officer in a uniform of blinding white; she saw herself as the universally admired wife of a famous physician; but mainly she saw herself far away from the mountain of diapers, Mama's constant vigilance and her gentle father's sermons on virtue. (163) Now far from the constraints of women's daily lives in Puerto Rico and rooted in the concrete daily reality of a New Jersey tenement rather than in abstract American dreams, Ramona can rethink her island and her past, drawing strength from the "mythic memories" diat the past engenders, even as it shapes her process of self-affirmation in die metropolis. Through Ramona, Ortiz Cofer is also able to show that the territory, language, and culture of the island of Puerto Rico are transnational: they extend to the tenement neighborhood of New Jersey. It is a culture of resistance to the violence and destructiveness of European colonial and postcolonial models of development, which had led many to leave the island and migrate to the mainland in the first place (on Puerto Rico's status, see Melendez and Melendez 1993; Lopez 1980; Lopez 1987; Lewis 1974) . It is culture of resistance to domination, adopted by the island women in their cultural perceptions and survival strategies, in the organization of their daily lives, in the maintenance of the Spanish language, and in the spiritist meetings they hold for inspiration, for comfort, and for guidance on how to resist the draining effects of unemployment, unfair labor practices, and police harassment.
Santiago, a labor organizer in El Building, explains this to Ramona's daughter Marisol, raised from the age of two in the United States: "Could we stop [the spiritist meeting] even if we wanted to, Marisol? Would your mother listen to you, would my wife pay attention to me?" He shook his head sadly, "No, you should know this about Island women, not little Americanitas like you," he smiled to soften his words, "but women who are brought up to -believe that we are not alone in this vale of tears and misery that is a human life. They believe that we have invisible friends, these spirits of theirs, who are supposed to be like loyal dogs, sum-moned with a whistle to come help us and defend us from our enemies. They mean well, but here in America their hocus-pocus only complicates things. Can you imagine trying to explain to our crewcut policia, the one giving us the third degree at Cheo's that the meeting Saturday is to ask for assistance from the dead?" (246) As he spoke, Santiago "laughed, but it was only a sound like laughter, his eyes were sad"-perhaps a way of recognizing his shame, of conceding how far behind he has left the logic of his culture, using the language (hocus-pocus) and the logic of U.S. culture to strategize against the "third-degree" type of police harassment. Even so, he clearly knows the powerful origins, the cultural meanings, the role in daily life of the cultural practices invoked by the women in their struggle to take control of their lives in a foreign and hostile context, partially created by their neocolonial status and relation to their environment. Foreign to Marisol, the island women invoke their roots in a culture expressed in what William Rowe and Vivian Schelling have called colonial magic: "the magic that continued to be practiced by the lower orders of society" and that reflects "an alternative knowledge from below" (1991, 214) . By acknowledging the importance of these alternative forms of knowledge used by the women in El Building to survive, Ortiz Cofer draws on the magical realism used by Latin American writers, to explore the experience of the women in El Building. But it is important to note that magical realism-whether in the literary production of Latin America or in its reappropriation by Latino/a writers-cannot be understood simply as a continuation of the European-influenced explorations of "the exotic" (the paradise of the noble savage mocked by Anzaldua) nor can it be approached as reflecting a facile binary opposition between "the magic" and "the real" in daily life. Instead, as Rowe and Schelling suggest, in grounding the national cultural/literary production in the long-ignored daily experiences of the majority of the population, by incorporating the multiple cultural and social realities of the continent, magical realism is best understood as a political strategy constructed through literature, which acknowledges Europe solely in its insistence on finding the means of forcing the recognition of the multiple social and cultural realities of non-European others in the Americas. In other words, magical realism is a strategy to confront what Gabriel Garcia Marquez has identified as the "crucial problem" of the continent's population: that is, "a lack of conventional means to render our lives believable" (1983) .
The emphasis on the continent's magical realism particularly in the post-1960s period is thus an acknowledgment that in the past "the interpretation of our reality through patterns not our own serves only to make us ever more unknown, ever less free, ever more solitary" (Garcia Marquez 1983) . This certainly becomes clear in the ways that Ortiz Cofer differentiates the cultural forms adopted by Ramona and her daughter Marisol to help themselves interpret their differencesboth generationally and as Puerto Rican women-and hence to ground their sense of national belonging. Ramona roots her sense of national belonging in the geography of her memories of Puerto Rico and in the magical realism of its culture of daily life now extended to El Building. Marisol, on the other hand, although she too is Puerto Rican, can only ground her sense of national belonging, the meaning of her U.S. citizenship as a Puerto Rican, in the signs and language of the urban tenement culture she has known as her home since the age of two. Her sense of self is embedded in the culture of consumerism and billboards-the body language of the inner city in which she has grown up. All of these signify the distance between her and her mother. As Marisol notes, "On the streets of Patterson, my mother seemed an alien and a refugee, and as I grew to identify with the elements she feared, I dreaded walking with her, a human billboard advertising her paranoia in foreign language" (174).
The second meaning of Puerto Rican identity addressed in Ortiz Cofer's novel is, then, the meaning embodied in the experience of Marisol, grounded not in territorial belonging but in an ethnicity created by exile. It is a sense of identity rooted in the lives of the second generations who, like Marisol, have no territorial reference other than the neighborhoods of the mainland cities in which they were brought up.
In describing, interpreting, and analyzing the lives and cultural practices of her mother's generation in El Building, Ortiz Cofer (who is herself a second-generation Puerto Rican) seeks to understand her own culture and sense of national belonging as a Puerto Rican raised in the United States. As she says in an interview about her novel, "I was recreating my past in a way that I could understand it myself... . This is not to say that all of what I wrote is autobiographical but it has this impetus. For example, I never lived in a tenement called 'El Building.' But an 'El Building' was central to the Puerto Rican life of Patterson, New Jersey, so in order to better understand my life there I had to write about it" (Acosta-Belen 1993, 85).
My reading of Ortiz Cofer's novel suggests that one significant consequence of the island's almost one hundred years of colonial relations with the United States and an ongoing circular labor migration has been the splitting of Puerto Ricans' national identity as a people. In the absence of full citizenship rights and of sovereignty for those on the island, such colonial relations have fragmented even the possibility that those growing up on the U.S. mainland can fully conceptualize either themselves as U.S. citizens or an imagined national community of Puerto Ricans, grounded in the reality of the island territory. Originating in colonial relations, the split subjectivities of the Puerto Rican people have been made all the more acute in this transnational age as a result of the emphasis on identities rooted in the emphasis on cultural belonging rather than on political citizenship tied to a nation-state.
Restated in terms of Ortiz Cofer's novel, islanders like Ramona and Guzman, unlike Marisol, were brought up on the ideology of the American Dream-a "misplaced idea" to use Roberto Schwartz's apt phrasethat has been deeply and doubly distorted by the island's colonial relations widi the United States. Indeed, at no point does Ortiz Gofer equate the United States ("America") with Puerto Rico, either in the discourse of a recruiting agent sent by a grower to hire cheap labor at an open public meeting or in the minds of the men listening to him. Instead, she makes the marks of difference more visible in the political and cultural colonial relations separating the island and the United States. The distance is articulated by the agent as he emphasizes-and naturalizes-the differences between life in the colony and the metropolis: "'If everyone is ready I will begin calling out the names of the fortunate men who will be boarding a plane in ten days for a whole new life in America.' There were applause, whistles, and shouts of approval."
Expelled as a result of neocolonial relations first from jobs on the island and then from the Island itself, island-raised Puerto Ricans construct a life as exiles in the tenement buildings on the mainland (the women through refusing to give up their language and cultural roots; the men, like Santiago, through learning new strategies of struggle to deal with the harrassment of a policed environment) and reaffirm their sense of national belonging to what never ceases to be their national territory-regardless of the actual political status of the island.
Their children, however, construct an ethnicity that, like that of U.S.-born Chicanos, is rooted in the loss of a territorially grounded, imagined community and, hence, in an acknowledgment of their lack of national belonging. Their identity is anchored instead in an amorphous cultural world that Marisol describes in the following terms: "Although I would always carry my Island heritage on my back like a snail, I belonged to the world of phones, offices, concrete buildings, and the English language" (273). It is a world as conceptually defined as the Chicanos' imaginary mythical territory of Aztlan or Anzaldua's linguistic borderlands: a hybrid world based on abstract cultural symbols, one that, in the absence of territorial grounding or of political allegiance, can keep the self in the perpetual battle of the borderlands. As Anzaldua suggests in her poem "To Live In the Borderlands":
In the borderland [s] you are the battleground where enemies are kin to each other you are at home, a stranger.
Conclusion
Although they are U.S. citizens, the deterritorialized identity and lack of a sense of national belonging created by a legacy of conquest and colonialism leads second-generation Chicanos and Puerto Ricans to understand their ethnicity and experience in terms of a sense of exile within their own nation. Nonetheless, their exile at least formally is imagined, for they are, after all, U.S. citizens. At the same time, in the absence of a sense of national belonging, their condition as exiles in the late twentieth century does not necessarily ground them or provide them with a sense of refuge. As a result, they construct their identities, their "home" and sense of place, in cultural and postmodern terms that are rooted neither in national territories nor in national belonging but rather in the laboratories, as Gomez-Pena suggests, of cultural and linguistic borderlands.
The Chicano and Puerto Rican experiences contrast those of other Latino groups-namely, Dominicans and Cubans, who do have a real experience with exile-whether voluntary or forced from their homeland. It is important to note that, like Anzaldua and Ortiz Cofer, other writers living in the United States, such as Cristina Garcia (Cuban) or Julia Alvarez (Dominican), are also dialoguers with the reality and memory of their homelands (Garcia 1992; Alvarez 1992 ). But they do so cognizant that they are discussing their relationship to their respective Latin American nations-to national communities that are territorially and politically sovereign. A case could be made that there is a distinction between writers who ground their identities and those of their characters in the amorphous culture of ethnic minorities and those who ground their work and identities in a national territory. Thus, the latter are able to negotiate their insertion into U.S. society in terms different from those available to Chicanos and U.S. Puerto Ricans.
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This kind of distinction is structuring and differentiating the respective experiences of each national origin group clustered under the rubric of "Hispanic."
In the absence of any significant effort to create a sense of national belonging among "Hispanics" in the United States, Latino identity is being shaped at the crossroads of both the diversity of the population and the homogenized perception and treatment of it by U.S. mainstream society. The issues raised by this dialectic are perhaps best captured by Ana Lydia Vega, a Puerto Rican writer from the island, in her short story "Cloud Cover Caribbean," a brilliantly conceived and narrated metaphor of ethnicities created by exile and hence an apt concluding parable for this article. Vega tells of the rescue in the Caribbean of three black working-class refugees-a Haitian, a Dominican, and a Cubanby an "Aryan" U.S. ship captain (1990, .
Focusing first on the Haitian Antenor's "pursuit of happiness" on his small boat and consequent flight from "the putrid mangos, emblems of diarreah [sic] and famine, the war cries of the macoutes, the fear, the drought" (202), Vega uses a rich variety of popular Afro-Caribbean cultural sources to narrate a tongue-in-cheek tale of the Haitian's rescue of the Dominican Diogenes. Despite the language difference between them, a precarious bond between these representatives of two nations who share an island, a racial legacy, and a long history of antagonism is solidified through a silent bilingual exchange about the little they were leaving behind: "Then and there was spoken the royal pain of being black, Caribbean and poor; deaths by the score were retold: clergy, military and civilians were roundly cursed; an international brotherhood of hunger and solidarity of dreams was established" (203). But the hope for the resolution of their historical national conflicts and a potential alliance between them, in spite of the obstacles created by their language differences, is shattered when a little while later they pick up Carmelo, a Cuban, who is also in the waters.
It is true that all three men sailing under the Haitian flag-itself an apt symbol, insofar as Haiti was the first sovereign black republic in the world-are black and poor: in other words, all three are literally and figuratively in the same boat, as Vega points out so well. But after the Cuban is allowed to join them on their voyage into exile, a monopoly of the Spanish language is established, significantly given the historical relations of the three nations, "on a vessel which whether destined for exile or not, was sailing after all under Haitian colors" (203). The precarious solidarity between Antenor and Diogenes turns into aggressive nationalist attacks and counterattacks as the historical roots of the conflict between Haiti and the Dominican Republic, and Cuba's silently acknowledged position of strength in the history of the Spanish Caribbean, leads Diogenes to join his Spanish-speaking comrade, Carmelo, in an equally fragile alliance against the Haitian, Antenor.
While it is clear that the sudden presence of the (more powerful) Cuban breaks the possibility of a relatively peaceful voyage between the Haitian and the Dominican, it is also clear that the presence of the linguistically and therefore culturally foreign Haitian unites the Spanish-speakers, however precariously, beyond their differences. Nevertheless, in their "comparative socio-economic analysis of the Caribbean nations" (204) and in their survival tactics during the voyage, each appeals to his nation's cultural nuances, and Vega high-lights their respective national social ills as these too become weapons with which each defends himself against the attacks of the others: Antenor, for example, relies on the fact that Haiti's "undisputed world record illiteracy rate might pay off here," when the Haitian's hidden box of food is spotted by Carmelo, due to a "keenly developed sense of smell" resulting from the Cuban's "major in black marketeering" (204). The Dominican's attack against Haitians who create unemployment in his nation when they cross the border "to do the cutting" (204) is rebutted by the Haitian who "threw the canteen into the water" rather than "quench the thirst of a Dominican cur" and then used the opportunity to remind the Dominican that "we invaded you three times" (205) .
Both Carmelo and Diogenes show similar chauvinist attitudes toward the women in their countries. Yet, even these attitudes are contextualized by each character such that they become the basis from which national differences can be affirmed. Thus, Diogenes's attacks against Cuban women during the Batista era (which were "none to the liking of Carmelo") aim to curb Carmelo's air of national superiority resulting from the gains of the Cuban Revolution and his arrogant digs against Dominican women, the national economy, and their alleged practice of prostitution.
Using a language that relies heavily on both the historical relations of three Caribbean island-nations-Haiti, the Dominican Republic, and Cuba-and their national and cultural specificities, Vega makes constant reference to the dance, music, symbols, and images, particularly of African influence, embedded in the culture of each. (For example, such phrases as "the boat was rocking like a [Cuban] mambo's hips in Dambala worship [the Haitian religious snake symbol]" [205] are common throughout Vega's narrative.) Indeed, both the interrelations among the three countries and the nuances of each national culture are fundamental to the construction of her narrative of the three characters' shifting alliances and the increasing hostility among them. Nevertheless, when their small boat capsizes and they are rescued by the Aryan captain of a U.S. ship, die sounds of the Spanish language spoken by the ship's Puerto Rican crew member, were reassuring even for the Haitian, as the differences among the Latin American nationals suddenly paled against their homogenization by the class, race, and power status of the white captain of the rescue ship.
The captain, however, perhaps not surprisingly, promptly turns the "niggers" over to the "spik down below"-an Afro-Puerto Rican-to be put to work, and his Aryan disdain speaks to his homogenization of them as inferior (and black) others. But the Puerto Rican crew member's citizenship (albeit not a sovereign one), the specificity of his island's history, his knowledge of the English language, and, just as im-portantly, the values of the U.S. captain's culture set him apart from (or above?) the three new exiles.
So what does Vega's story suggest? On the one hand, regardless of racial and class commonalities, the historical memory of Haiti, the Dominican Republic, and Cuba predates and hence marks a priori the meeting and dialogue between each nation's representatives. On the other hand, Vega's emphasis on both the U.S. captain's derogatory view of the Puerto Rican and the three immigrant men's blackness and poverty suggests that historical memory and national differences notwithstanding, in the eyes of U.S. society, all three men are literally and figuratively in the same boat. Indeed, they (like all peoples of Latin American descent) have been otherized by the historical prejudices shaped under the U.S. flag and continuously reaffirmed at an official level since the Monroe Doctrine.
At the same time, the story also suggests that despite the fact that the white U.S. captain of the ship perceives them all as inferior (and black) others, the Puerto Rican crew member is a U.S. citizen (albeit not a fully sovereign one). Thus, the specific history of the island of Puerto Rico (like the historical experience of Chicanos and the national specificities of each Latin American sovereign nation) thereby becomes one more ingredient in the internal differences among Latinos and hence a source of possible divisions among them.
In conclusion then, a facile acceptance or simple adherence to the official declaration of "Hispanics" as a race does not contribute toward Latinos' efforts to forge a much-needed unity in the struggle for social justice. Instead, it may be more useful first to examine more fully the meaning and implications of Latinos' heterogeneity in the U.S. context. In this approach, the understanding of issues raised by racial and class differences, as by language and generational diversity, are linked both to the historical specificities of each Latin American nation and to the varied specific citizenship status of Latinos in the U.S. context. Perhaps in this way we can better evaluate the meanings and implications of questioning and/or acknowledging that all Latinos are in the same boat. 1. The term "Hispanic" lumps together Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans, who became U.S. citizens through conquest and colonization during the nineteenth century, with, for example, exiles from Cuba, refugees fleeing persecution and/or the devastation of civil wars in countries like Guatemala, Peru, and El Salvador, and long-term or recent political and economic immigrants from various Latin American nations, as well as from Spain.
2. That race has long remained one of the key markers and means of both excluding the racial minorities and imagining the dominant "American national community" in white Anglo-Saxon Protestant terms (the others being religion and language) is actually not surprising. For, as Hall notes, "The destruction of one colonial relation (with Britain) and the construction of another (with native Americans and blacks) was central to the emergence of the independent nation" (1993, 101; see also, Omi and Winant 1986) .
3. Twenty years after its emergence, progressive sectors have shunned the government-imposed designator "Hispanic" and replaced it with the term Latino, signifying both their rejection of Eurocentric connotations of the government-imposed label Hispanic and acknowledging cultural and linguistic commonalities rooted in their Latin America's heritage. But as Latino writers point out in poems, novels, essays, satires, and debates, the term Latino does not reverse the homogenizing principle of ethnic labels nor does it override the European roots of Latin American languages that, like the term Hispanic, obscure the indigenous and African influences. I discuss the meaning and social value of the term "Hispanic" and, more generally, of ethnic labels in Ethnic Labels, Latino Lives (1995) .
4. More broadly throughout the Americas, ethnicity has been given new impetus today as a result of the pluralization of struggles for social and human rights and the increase in culturally specific demands. In place of citizenship rights, a new movement appears to be emerging in a nonsystematic way to enforce the notion of human rights, which have themselves long been understood in universal and transnational terms. Seen from this perspective, human rights could conceivably come to replace the notion of citizenship rights as the foundation of a new transnational social order. These questions appear in their most focused form in the discussions of the experiences of cultural communities-even though these discussions still fall far short of a coherent, all-encompassing sociopolitical program. In fact, it could be argued that it is precisely because the most concerted efforts to confront the crisis of community are taking place in the cultural arena (regardless of whether its scope is denned in broad or restricted terms) that difference has been privileged over and above the question of collectivity.
5. In the U.S. context, the creation of "Hispanics" as an ethnic group is itself a consequence of the demise of the melting pot metaphor, which until the 1960s ideologically sustained the very image of the United States as a national community. Contrary to the radical impulse of European nationalist ideologies overtly to exclude difference, the melting pot metaphor reinforced an ideology through which differences actually appeared to be synthesized. As a result, domestically, the image of the melting pot in effect sought to eradicate the very existence of racial minority groups from the dominant image of Americans which could thus be constructed in white, Anglo-Saxon Protestant terms. In many ways, the melting pot can be seen as the last attempt at formulating an ideology of national community in the United States. The replacement of the melting pot by the proliferation of ethnic labels such as "Hispanic" is a feeble attempt at best at socializing a new generation into an ethnic version of what seems increasingly, at least in the urban areas, to be a postnational American experience.
6. Adopted by a two-to-one margin by California voters in Nov. 1994, Proposition 187 denies basic social services and education to undocumented immigrants and their children. Similar proposals are currently being considered in various states around the United States, such as Massachusetts, Florida, Illinois, and some southwestern states. 7. Although from a different perspective, Saldivar (1991) has begun to develop a framework for examining some aspects of this argument.
8. As Anzaldua explains, rajetas are "literally, 'split,' that is, having betrayed your word" (1987, 195) .
9. As Rouanet, a Latin American scholar, has noted, "Our traditional elites were Eurocentric. Economically we remained feudalized [enfeudados] by metropolitan interests. Culturally we were colonized by France and England. During the entire 19th century, Paris taught us how to see, to feel and to think" (1993, 145) . Indeed, nineteenth-century European modernity was super-imposed on Latin America's postcolonial reality by elites who, as Calderon (1993) notes, became Republicans only in name. As such, in this nation-building period, they paid lip service to the social contract and to imported liberal ideas of the French and U.S. revolutions while simultaneously maintaining their reliance on a social organization rooted in slavery and serfdom. For an excellent discussion, applicable to many nineteenth-century Latin American societies, of the disparity between the social organization of one Latin American slave society (Brazil) and the principles of European liberalism transplanted to the Americas, see Schwartz (1993, 19-32) .
10. Although articulated in a different context, it is interesting here to recall Schwartz's critique of those who attempt to override existing globally recognized political realities and interrelations in formulating a nationalist definition of a nation's culture through eliminating elements designated as foreign (1993, (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) .
11. For example, in Dreaming in Cuban, Pilar (like Ortiz Cofer's Marisol) is raised in the United States from an early age. In her late teens, she returns to Cuba to visit her grandmother, lives the political reality of the island, and (unlike Marisol or Anzaldua) is able to pinpoint her national belonging in territorial terms. Pilar concludes, "Sooner or later I'd have to return to New York. I know now it's where I belong-not instead of here, but more than here" (Garcia 1992, 233) .
